
Adrian Saxe and the Smart Pot

Adrian Saxe's complicated, erudite, faintly didactic nonfunctioning
vessels are ceramics about ceramics. They are beautiful and spectacu-
larly well made, but also intellectually thorny and demanding. They
both are and are not what they seem, like a spy agency cloaking its
actions in "deniability." I find that I don't look at so much as watch
them, with alternating admiration and perplexity at what—whatever
it is—they are up to, which turns out to be packed with insight about
the predicament of decorative handcraft in the late twentieth century.
They are philosophical objects—I'm tempted to say dialectical, but
who still believes in thesis/antithesis/synthesis, the old optimistic
clickety-clack?—which means that they pose rather than answer ques-
tions, or else take your questions and hand them back to you in more
fundamental, more worrisome terms. They don't seek ways out of
current contradictions; they turn current contradictions to direct ac-
count. They are period pieces from a period—ours—of multiple
fractures.

I don't imagine that many people in the ceramics world take Saxe's
work in the heady way I do. Undertaking to write about it, I'm aware
of encroaching on a field where suspicion of intellect is a given, anti-
intellectualism being the shadow of certain positive values embodied
in most modern craft movements. Loyal to feeling and intuition, craft
ideology in this century has tended to exert a corrective drag on mod-
ernist eagerness to make life conform to abstract thinking. The pri-
mordial goodness of handwork, with its deep continuities and life-
enhancing domestic uses, has been seen to oppose the spiritual violence
of modernization. But this idea, like any other, can have its assump-
tions yanked out from under it by fickle history. Simply, no one is
arguing with it anymore. Today modernist faith in "progress" is dis-
integrating, and so is, or should, the counter-arrogance of taciturn craft
humanism. This is a moment of bizarre perspectives and hybrid forms,
a moment when all the old bets are off. One sign of the change is what
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I'll call the smart pot, a species of anxious object—anxious because it
cannot decide what it is—pioneered by Adrian Saxe.

The smart pot is an academic object positing an imaginary acad-
emy, the brains of an imaginary all-embracing civilization. The smart
pot is so removed from innocence, so thoroughly implicated in every
received notion of nature and culture, so promiscuous in its means
and open in its ends, that it's almost innocent all over again—like
Magellan leaving by the front door and circumnavigating the globe to
come in the back. The smart pot is tantalizing rather than pleasing. It
hangs fire. It is not "art." The smart pot X-rays hoary art-versus-craft
distinctions to reveal their confusion of values: values of prestige foul-
ing up values of use.

The smart pot accepts the semiotic fate of everything made by
human beings, the present wisdom that every such thing is consciously
or unconsciously a sign. Given the choice, the smart pot opts to be
conscious. It represses no meaning, however disturbing. Is the gallery
ceramic now a sign of wealth and taste, a snob-appeal material mascot?
Very well, that will be foregrounded. Not by accident are Saxe's pieces
flamboyantly expensive looking. The social form many of them acti-
vate is that ceremonial fetish, the trophy: materialized congratulations.
In a way, a Saxe ceramic congratulates its owner on being able to afford
it. But this way is slippery, ironic, reversible; it ridicules even as it
flatters. The smart pot escapes the smarmy corruption symptomized
by appeals to "quality," a code word of insecure wealth, by plowing
straight through it. It is glamorous and untrustworthy, like a pedigreed
dog that has been known to bite. The smart pot's attitude to history is
similarly double-edged: enraptured and cannibalistic.

Saxe's intensive study of eighteenth-century Sevres porcelain,
touchstone of the rococo, is among the most improbable and inspired
of recent creative rediscoveries, paying off on a lot of levels. The rococo
is a great dense blind spot in the history of taste. Practically the defi-
nition of old-fashioned for two centuries, it is marked by the most
extreme combinations of strenuous technique and lighthearted effect.
(For its essence in English literature, think of Alexander Pope's "Rape
of the Lock"—one of the greatest of all poems, and yet intended, like
a greeting card, exclusively to charm.) Modern tastes since romanticism
have been revolted by so much mastery so trivially, it has seemed,
employed: a mode impersonal without being collective, the style of a
bloated and irresponsible ancien regime. But don't we feel, today, that
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we are living in the declining years of something or other, in a soon-
to-be-ancien state of affairs? Certainly we have lost faith in the capacity
of artistic initiative to better the future in any important way. Thus
the suddenly intimate drama of the rococo, expression of another
culture that was going nowhere—and made the most of it. And thus
the unexpected appeal of Saxe's researches as something more than an
academic exercise.

More, but not other. Saxe is as fearless of the pejorative "academic
exercise" as he is of the look of conspicuous consumption. His simul-
taneous firing of incompatible clays, say, is on the immediate level an
academic trick comparable to the glossy verisimilitude of Beaux-Arts
painting, provoking the shallow astonishment of something merely
hard to do (as indeed it is, giving Saxe something like a Guinness
record for disasters in the kiln). Saxe's more is the edge, at once ele-
vating and debilitating, that our time has over the eighteenth century:
irony. We are to know that he knows that we're supposed to know
what he's doing, figuratively looking over his shoulder as he does it.
In itself, this is not praise. Every eight-year-old watching television
today is an ironist. Irony can be a lame alibi, as for the lazy whimsi-
cality and tedious trompe 1'oeil of too much recent ceramic "art." But
my experience of Saxe's work teaches me that for him irony is just the
inescapable climate—the opportunity, the curse—of a dead-serious
adventure upriver in the philosophical jungles of pottery aesthetics.
He sacrifices sincerity in order to be, to the highest pitch possible,
sincerely insincere.

It is crucial not to understand Saxe too quickly. His jarring jux-
tapositions—abstract pots topped with antelopes or "brass knuckles,"
rocklike forms and ornate geometries like shotgun weddings of Na-
ture and Culture—are vulnerable to being taken with defensive su-
perficiality, a comfortable sense of getting the joke. They are jokes
(witticisms, to be exact), but the elements are not neutralized by the
release of humor. It took me a while to get this about Saxe. I was
disconcerted by the crudity of his non sequiturs, funny in a way that
made me forget to laugh. Then gradually I learned to focus on the
parts individually, letting the troubled whole take care of itself. My
reward was, and is, a sense of inexhaustible complexity. It entails a
conviction of the utter specificity of each element—what it specifically
is, what specific class of things it signifies—and a. visceral sensation of
how each fights for its autonomy. A Saxe disjuncture is like a war in
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which both sides win, which isn't to say it's not violent. Facture and
color key up each form, making the balance excruciatingly risky. When
it fails even a little, the result isn't a so-so pot; it's a mess.

Saxe's way of handling the figurative versus the abstract is an easy
example of how he hefts the different mental weights of things. The
Tightness of a Saxe composition can prove to an algebraic certainty
that, for instance, exactly this much antelope (a little antelope) equals
exactly that much lapidary pattern (lots). My point is that proper ap-
preciation of Saxe's combinations follows rather than precedes a con-
templative involvement with each part for its own sake. It's like a lesson
in how to live in the world: perceive the reality of each thing and,
besides becoming anxious, experience the strange exhilaration of a
shattered time and begin to master the spiritual art of coping with it.
This is a moral dimension, of a kind long familiar in arts and crafts
but always fresh and surprising in its particular occurrences: the classic
mystery by which the success of a mere artifice can come to matter,
somehow, very much.

In Western culture this dynamic—the moral effect of aesthetic
decisions—is more typical of fine art than of craft, and more typical
within craft of the best folk expressions than of professional work.
(The pleasing proportions in Shaker furniture, I am convinced, have
less to do with "simplicity" than with a positive terror of being found
in wrong relation with the divine: get the slats right as you get your
soul right, or else.) Which is not to associate Saxe with the prestige of
either "art" or "primitivism." Actually, he stands rather closer to the
workaday practice of pottery, both professional and academic, than to
the aesthetically ambitious Voulkos-Price tradition of "ceramic sculp-
ture," on the one hand, and to craftworkers' penchant for cabin-
feverish myth and mysticism, on the other. But no one else in the sadly
wised-up present moment pushes the boundary of honest possibility
farther. The honesty consists in an almost aggressive modesty about
the worldly limitations specific to pots.

Besides its itchy social status as an upper-middle-class trophy, the
nonfunctioning contemporary ceramic is forced to admit, under tor-
ture by analysis, these among other limitations: ornamental (pedestaled
or shelved), fragmentary (unintegrated in any William Morrisish or
Bernard Leachian gestalt), self-conscious. The probity of a Saxe ce-
ramic is to plead guilty on all counts before it can be accused. Then it
goes on from there, not to subvert the limitations, exactly, but to show
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by its own exaggerated artifice their artificiality. Saxe communicates
the liberation not of escape from constraint but, failing that, of know-
ing clearly that one is constrained—and that a certain order of aes-
thetic delight is inconceivable otherwise. I get the same relaxing feeling
from his work that I have from the very best work in any field: of
being in good hands, and of those hands being entirely visible, all
cards on the table. The feeling can be labored and edgy in Saxe's case,
lacking sweetness and spontaneity; but it is real and clear, which are
the main things. Other ceramists are more ingratiating, but their lack
of fundamental clarity—they lean on tastes and notions that are not
made manifest—dooms them to an inferior level.

What I love most about Saxe's work is its way of maintaining a
gravity, a mood of utmost seriousness, that is governed entirely by
rules of play. Which may be a pretty good thumbnail description of
civilization as we can imagine it in our moments of brightest vision.
Lately Saxe has been working on some mind-boggling functional ves-
sels that are right to the point: funerary urns for cremated human
remains. The intention seems problematic, to put it mildly: attempting
to find a line (which may not exist) between an intolerable depressive-
ness and the black hilarity of Evelyn Waugh's The Loved One. But
whose problem is this if not that of our whole death-denying and
spiritually miserable culture? Recent scholarship about ancient Egypt,
which we know mainly from its fantastic elaboration of death rituals,
has concluded that the land of the sphinx, far from being morbidly
haunted, was the most lively and playful of societies. The funerary
crafts of Egypt were the work of happy people. I have no hope that
Saxe's urns will effect any cultural reform—their use can only be
private—but their gesture is profound. It shows the essential pattern
of all civilized agreements, which is to embrace—to celebrate!—that
which cannot be evaded. It redreams the mystery by which craft, the
pure labor of human hands, can embody such agreements, solemniz-
ing an ideal marriage of necessity and freedom, culture and nature,
death and life.

I've been trying in this essay to adduce some general significance
for Adrian Saxe's work. Being an amateur in the craft field, I have not
attempted any detailed critique. Nor have I felt the need to advance a
biographical or otherwise developmental story of Saxe's achievement.
Clearly and quite remarkably, there is a lot to be said about him with-
out recourse to the standard approaches, a lot that could not be said
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about most other potters; and this suggests a final point. The cultural
change I began by noting—change signaled by the smart pot, an elo-
quent stammer in craft's language of conventions—may have its most
positive effect in the opening of a new domain of ideas outside the
hothouses of specialization. In this domain, the appearance of anything
at all, of any embodied sign, can be an occasion for intelligence and
passion, for speaking together of what most concerns us: our fate, in
the understanding of which we are all amateurs. The primary test of
the object will be its hospitality to an analysis by which it is not con-
sumed. Precisely by being deprived of certainties, might we not be
entering a great era of mutual questioning, of conversation? Certainly
Saxe's pots are wonderful conversation pieces, appropriately pedestaled
not only in elegant living rooms but in freely possessing, aroused
minds.
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